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2nd lecture The Rise of the Novel الكويز:
30 عدد الأسئلة:

-كبرياء- تم إنشاءه بواسطة:

1) why did people start to read a lot?

- because of printing and spread of newspapers. 

- because of the spread the revolution.

- 1+ 2 correct

2) The main features (Changes) of the 18th century; In which age

- The age of reason & Victorian age

- enlightenment age & the age of reason. 

- enlightenment age& Victorian age.

3) one of these not of changes led to the rise of novel

- Freedom & Rational thinking & Spread of education & Agricultural& Government 

- Material & Scientific & City Migration & Social & Diversity & Political Change

- Freedom & Rational thinking & Spread of education & Agricultural

4) these changes in the 18th century led to ,

- more reading public appeared only

- made an audience for the English novel

- 1+ 2 

5) there was a belief in human ability to achieve what he wanted without given instructions by anyone or the church.

- Spread of education

- Freedom 

- Rational thinking

6) It became possible to apply rational laws to describe social and physical behavior, so knowledge could be used in
everyday life.
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- Rational thinking 

- social change

- Material change

7) what is the meaning by City Migration

- a lot of people moved from the town (city) to the country (village).

- a lot of people moved from the country (village) to the town (city). 

- 1+ 2

8) they didn't grow potato why ?

- because they thought it was the cause of diseases and plagues

- it was not mentioned in the Bible, it was no good for human

- 1+2 

9) According Daniel Defoe, There were seven classes of people in the 18th century. the first is "The Great" what is
meaning

- who live very plentifully

- who live lavish life. 

- who live well

10) According Daniel Defoe, There were seven classes of people in the 18th century. the first is .."The Miserable"
what is meaning

- that fares hard.,

- that really suffers want. 

- who fare indifferently

11) According Daniel Defoe, There were a classes of people in the 18th century. how many classes?

- 9

- 7 

- 6

12) Political stability and years of peace in England resulted into an economic prosperity that led to emerging of
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- The middle class. 

- The Poor class.

- The Rich class.

13) there are many revolutions in this age the fist revolution is :

- The American Revolution.

- The French Revolution.

- The Glorious Revolution 

14) The Glorious Revolution where was start ?

- England 

- France

- Roman

15) called the Revolution of 1688 , which is Revolution

- The American Revolution.

- The French Revolution.

- The Glorious Revolution. 

16) why they called it was "Bloodless Revolution" ?

- because few battles took place on English soil .

- because they didn't use the arm .

- 1+ 2 

17) James 11 left England to..

- America

- France 

- Roman

18) The Glorious Revolution It was aim to

- Liberty ,Equality ,Fraternity
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- Independence., Freedom. Equality.

- Get rid of James 11 and his injustice. ,Political and social settlement 

19) 1- Liberty 2- Equality 3- Fraternity it was aimed for ...

- The Glorious Revolution

- The American Revolution

- The French Revolution 

20) ............ in north America Joined together to free themselves from the control of England and became the United
States of America

- 14 colonies

- 13 colonies 

- 18 colonies

21) During the first years of the revolution, many poor people and farmers attacked rich people by braking into their
houses. They stole and killed them ... That time was called ...?

- " the Great Fear". 

- " the Great Revolution".

- " the Great power".

22) The revolution in french ended when.................. took power in 1799

- William Orange

- Napoleon Bonaparte 

- James II

23) After around ten years of instability, the new French was finally formed, inspired by

- the American Revolution 

- the French Revolution

- the Industrial Revolution

24) All revolutions of that time focused on.......

- Liberty
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- Fraternity

- Individualism 

25) when did the French Revolution start

- 1789 

- 1799

- 1660

26) one of these is Bad effects of the industrial revolution

- Transportation became easier.

- Materialistic interest 

- Mass production

27) Which change is very important to this age ?

- Political change 

- Social change

- spread education

28) why was The French Revolution the beginning a called "the Great fear"

- because many poor people and farmers attacked rich people by braking into their houses. 

- because many Rich people attacked poor people by braking into their houses.

- all is not correct

29) what is the mean by fraternity

- The group of people who Not share to gather by idea, work, relationship

- The group of people who share to gather by idea, work, relationship 

- The group of people who there was a belief in human ability to achieve what he wanted without given instructions

30) Which Political change is very important to this age ?

- because political is ability very important to live and to do anything in the life 

- because There was a new outlook towards family life
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- 1+ 2

- هذي حلها الدكتور لما سأل الاسئله بالمحاضره ,,
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